Tarim’s contacts provide information on 6 noble houses - Aragast, Bowyer,
Caelish, Daleborn, Eldred, and Lucien. Although some family names are
given, assume all nobles are male.
Each group has been bribed to vote a certain way in tomorrow’s vote.
The bribes took various forms but there approximate values were 1000GP,
2000GP, 5000GP, 10000GP, 10000GP, and 15000GP.
Five of the noble houses have secrets that they would not like getting
out. They include (but are not limited to, except for the purpose of this
logic problem) being raised as a Bane worshipper, bastardy, murder of a first
born daughter when a son was wanted, a spellscar (which is in all likelihood
benign, but would still irk superstitious people), and a long lost (evil?) twin
brother.
Additionally, five of the nobles are currently involved in scandals. Two of
them have been having affairs, one with a mistress the other with a supple
elven lad. One noble is believed to have murdered his rival. Another is guilty
of Shar worship (which may also entail murder). The last of the five guilty
nobles has been involved in the slave trade.
One of the houses has lost its eligibility to vote. Two of them have a
single vote each. Another two control two votes. One of the houses controls
three.
–
1. Aragast’s scandal is infidelity of some sort.
2. The gay noble has suffered enough for his scandal and maintains no
secrets.
3. Bowyer and Lucien control the same number of votes.
4. Bane’s former worshipper was not bribed for more than the noble with
a long lost (evil?) twin.
5. The gay noble holds fewer votes than Eldred.
6. The spellscarred noble was not able to keep his scar from being seen
by his mistress.
7. (Not a clue but a distant memory) You’ve seen Lucien naked, save for
a safety cart through his chest. He is not spellscarred.
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8. The noble with no secret and the noble who is secretly a bastard each
had a unique number of votes.
9. Lucien received a bigger bribe than Aragast, but less than Daleborn.
10. The noble who sold all his votes (meaning he has 0 right now) made
the most profit.
11. The worshipper of Shar was planning on voting against war regardless,
so the bribe to vote this way was minimal (1k).
12. The most votes are controlled by a murderer (be it infanticide or traditional killin’).
13. The spellscarred noble received twice the bribe the infant killer did.
14. Neither Daleborn nor Lucien was involved in a killing or evil deity.
15. Eldred has more votes than the slaver who has more votes than the
Sharrite.
16. Caelish and his wife are extremely religious and are both totally celibate.
17. Votes are too well monitored for the twin to vote twice. He only controls
1 vote.
18. The original theory about infanticide was that it was to avoid having
a firstborn daughter. Turns out (meaning this is gathered info rather
than a given clue) that that was just an excuse. The real reason was
that she was sacrificed to Shar.
19. The nobleman with 3 votes was only bribed 5k.
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